Why buy Contact
Fork Extensions ?

No Quibble Guarantee:
If you are dissatisfied in any way with your Contact forklift extensions performance, return it to us, and we will refund
you in full.

Tested & Certificated:
All Contact’s forklift extensions are ‘CE’ marked, fully tested and and come supplied with Certificates of Conformity for
compliance with Health & Safety regulations. For specific compliance, all Contact’s fork extensions conform to the
industry required ISO 13284 British Standards.

Compliant With BS-EN Recommended Standards:
To ensure compatibility with all forklift fork types, Contact’s fork extensions incorporate a ‘closed base’ rear strap design
to ensure forks with longer drops do not ride up the back of the existing forklift fork. Fork extensions that ride up the
back of the forklift forks can be subject to loss of load, and subsequent product damage costs

Heavy Duty Construction:
To widthstand the rigours of all industry sectors, Contact’s fork extensions are manufactured from 5mm thick steel with
additional 8mm thick internal strengthening plates.

Easy Entry Into Pallets:
Lifting pallets with fork extensions is one of the most common uses for fork extensions. Contact’s forklift extensions
incorporate a fully rounded, heavy duty toe section, which allows for easy entry into and out of pallets and other loads.

Simple ‘Drive In’ Design
With removeable heel pins for safe securement of the fork extensions to the forklift fork, the removeable function of
these pins allows for simple ‘Drive in’ entry, negating the need for manually lifting the extensions onto the forks

We hope the above helps demonstrate the quality and safety aspects of a Contact pair of forklift extensions, and we
welcome the opportunity to supply you with high quality fork extensions to assist with your material handling needs.
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